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A B S T R A C T

This paper proposes a method for incorporating FEA data and structural test data into one common standardized
data model based on the ISO 10303 STEP Standard [1]. The proposed method takes advantage of data structures
and elements defined in STEP AP209 Edition 2 [2] to provide traceability between analysis and testing phases;
information such as sensor and finite elements, test and FEA load cases, and test and FEA results are included. It
also presents an introduction to STEP and AP209e2, and discusses how it can be used in a Simulation Data
Management environment.

1. Introduction

Simulation and structural testing plays a big role in the development
of complex products. As Moore’s Law continues to evolve, greater
computational power and storage becomes available for use. This has
led to an ever-increasing amount of simulations, especially as design
optimization through simulation and analysis becomes more common.
The higher computational power allows engineers to perform more
complex analyses with higher fidelity than ever before. Properly ap-
plied, high fidelity methods can lead to more optimized and safer
products.

Enormous amounts of data are generated by these methods that
must be managed effectively and efficiently. Problems arise when these
data must be stored for reuse in different domains or when they have to
be archived for a longer term. The large amount of data means finding
information becomes more difficult. Files in different formats, for dif-
ferent applications, spread over multiple locations and companies fur-
ther complicates the situation. A popular solution to these difficulties is
often declared to be Simulation Data Management (SDM) and Product
Data Management (PDM). These solutions make organizing simulation
and CAD data together with other engineering information more effi-
cient, but have focused more on the CAD aspects of data management.
The aerospace industry (among others) has recognized the growing
challenges related to SDM and PDM for analysis and simulation data
and have been active in promoting SDM and PDM solutions.

Still with SDM, users are often locked to proprietary formats of the
software initially used for their design and simulation, causing com-
plications when different partners are using different software. SDM is
not the main focus of this paper, but as we will see, AP209 is not only

used as a file format but it could also be the backbone of the data model
for a software system (including Data Management tools).

The reliability of simulation data depends on their validation by
physical tests. For safety critical systems, authorities may require this
relationship to be traceable. Test data, therefore, need to be managed
together with corresponding simulation data. This adds to the com-
plexity of the data management task. A typical (and simplified) en-
gineering process that involves structural testing is as follows:

1. A simulation is performed and results are saved in the CAE software’
s native format.

2. Based on the results, actuator and sensor locations are chosen for a
structural test.

3. Parameters for controlling the test are developed based on simula-
tion results.

4. Tests are performed and loads and results are exported from the test
equipment to a test specific format.

5. Test results and simulated results are compared and reconciled.
6. Results are summarized in test reports and delivered to consuming

organizations.

Companies often have their own internal work-flows to manage
interactions between the analysis and testing organizations during test
planning and preparations up and throughout test execution. Additional
work-flows are used to compare, reconcile, document and distribute the
product testing results.

These work-flows can be performed manually or through automa-
tion but both rely on sets of agreed-upon definitions. The following
types of information are a few examples of these definitions:
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1. Sensor distribution in the FE model frame of reference. (Figure 1)
2. Sensor orientations in the FE model frame of reference. (Figure 1)
3. Relation between corresponding test cases and analysis load cases.
4. Sensor mapping to channel IDs from the test equipment.
5. Information about applied filtering techniques on applied loads and

sensor result data.

With these definitions, the correspondence of virtual and physical
results can be validated against the testing requirements for data con-
tent and quality. Common data manipulation techniques, such as
transforming the results to matching frame of reference, enable con-
sistent predictions or comparisons and are highly dependent on the
common understanding of the kinds of definitions described above.

These operations are performed in a variety of software tools with
results typically output to Excel sheets for further analysis or reporting.

Data artifacts are generated at many of the steps in these workflows
and must be retained to achieve full traceability. Examples of these data
artifacts are the following:

1. Test Requirements
2. Test Plans and Procedures
3. FEM analysis files
4. FEM result files
5. Structural test output files
6. FEM-Structural test definition files
7. Comparison / correlation results
8. Reports

In certain industries there exist strong regulations on data retention
of products. This is the case for the aerospace industry. As an example,
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the United States, re-
quires that ‘Type design data must be retained and accessible for the life-
span of the product. It is possible that technical support for the original
software will be terminated during the product lifespan, so your procedures
manual must explain how access to the data will be retained or transitioned
to a new software system.’ [3].

The goal of this paper is to validate that the AP209 data model has
the capabilities to represent the above information, and keep the tra-
ceability between the different data fields. Thus, enabling the storage of
a complete data set in a neutral and archive-friendly format.

Fig. 2presents an overview of the data which we want to represent
in AP209, and how it relates together internally in a model.

In the next sections we briefly cover the background of the STEP
ISO-10303 standard, followed by Section 3 where we present the

outline of the proposed model, while Sections 4–6 go into specific de-
tails of the data model.

2. STEP ISO 10303

2.1. Background

Started in 1998, the goal of ISO 10303 was to standardize the re-
presentation of product data that are aggregated throughout the whole
product life-cycle and across all relevant domains. The data model that
STEP standardizes is written in the data modeling language EXPRESS
[4], a lexical and graphical language which is both human and com-
puter readable. EXPRESS is an object-oriented language using en-
capsulation and inheritance; it offers rich features for specifying po-
pulation constraints.

Part 21 of the STEP standard [5] describes the ASCII representation
of STEP, which is commonly known as the STEP file format. In addition,
STEP defines an API to access product data in STEP compliant database
repositories for data sharing. This is standardized Part 22 SDAI, Stan-
dard Data Access Interface [6]. Programming language interfaces for
STEP data, so called language bindings, are specified in for example
Part 23 [7] for C++. Having all these standardized methods for ac-
cessing STEP data, simplifies the creation of STEP based tools and
software, and allows these to share a unified understanding of the data.

The standard is composed of a collection of parts, some of which
covers the implementation methods of the standard, such as the parts
mentioned above, while most parts specify the data models of the dif-
ferent product data domains supported by the standard, i.e. geometric
representations, FEA, mathematical descriptions, product structures
etc. Each of these are holding the definition of entities with their at-
tributes and inheritance, which in an Object-Oriented Programming
(OOP) view are essentially classes.

2.2. STEP Architecture

An important aspect of the STEP architecture is the use of higher
level data models, which by using formal mapping specifications, maps
to the integrated resources and the application resources of ISO 10303.
Only a brief description of this process will be included in this paper.
The reader is advised to study STEP in a Nutshell [8] and the STEP
Application Handbook [9] for a thoroughly explanation of the STEP ar-
chitecture.

The main idea is that an Application Activity Model (AAM) is used to
describe the activities and data flows of a certain use case of the

Fig. 1. Mapping sensor locations and orientations to FEM model.
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Application Protocol (see Section 2.3). This is usually done by graphi-
cally illustrating the flows of types of data necessary for the to-be-de-
veloped STEP data model.

Based on the AAM, a formal Application Reference Model (ARM) can
be designed; this may be modelled in the EXPRESS language. The in-
tention is that this model is built by experts of the product data domain
in question. Data objects and attributes are defined using terminology
well understood in the specific domain.

The Application Interpreted Model (AIM) is the lowest level data
model. AIMs contain the exact same information as the ARMs, but
mapped by mapping specifications to a formally defined and generic
format which is uniform across all usages of the STEP standard. Because
of the complexity and genericness of the STEP standard, such mapping
and encoding is usually done by a STEP expert in cooperation with
domain experts.

The author of this paper has focused on the feasibility of using the
AP209 AIM for structural test data; the formalities of publishing the
findings of this study as part of ISO 10303 are not discussed in detail.
This is a natural next task.

2.3. Application Protocols

Each Application Protocol (AP) focuses on a specific domain or
phase in the product life-cycle. An AP specifies a single ARM to define
its content, which, as described in the previous section, maps to an
interoperable AIM. The AIM objects are defined in what are called
Integrated Resources (IR). These IRs are in turn defined in the several
parts of which the STEP standard consists.

A certain application or software supporting STEP, defines which AP
it covers, that is, which share of the total STEP data model. APs are,
thus, the view of the standard offered to implementors of data ex-
change, sharing and archiving solutions. STEP files refer one or several
APs, but are all based on the same type of data structure, the so called
PDM schema. They have the same high level definitions, allowing SDM

and PDM tools to easily process files from different domains (i.e. CAD,
FEA, manufacturing). STEP has also several managements concepts
(such as requirements, assignments, classifications, roles, activities...)
embedded within certain parts, which can be directly integrated within
a Data Management tool.

Since the initial release of STEP in 1994, AP203 [10] and AP214
[11] have been the most successful Application Protocols, and are now
widely used as exchange formats between CAD and PLM software.

In Fig. 3 we see how entities with inheritance and attributes are
defined in an ISO 10,303 Part which in turn is used by an Application
Protocol. The example shows two high level entities, re-
presentation_item and representation which belongs to Part 43 [12].
This Part has many generic entities that are used by all APs. Each entity
may be a parent (supertype) of multiple entities which are defined in
other Parts that further specializes them. For simplicity the figure shows
a single inheritance branch (representation_item and representation
actually have many child (subtypes) entities defined in other parts).

AP209, which covers the domain Analysis and Design, includes Part
42 [13], Part 43 and Part 104 [14], while AP242 [15], intended as a
CAD format, includes only Part 42 and 43. Both AP209 and AP242
include shares of several other Parts which are not shown in the figure.
Fig. 4 shows how representation, element_representation and sur-
face_3d_element_representation are defined in the standard AP
documents in the EXPRESS language.

A STEP file or database holds a population of instances of these
entities, and can be interpreted by an application that implements the
AP schema; an extract of such a STEP file is included in Section 3.1.

2.4. Application protocol 209

AP209 is called Multidisciplinary analysis and design, and is primarily
meant to specify simulation solver relevant data for exchange, sharing
and archival. An overview of the data that it can represent is shown in
Fig. 5.

Load Cases
- The actual load cases used in the 
analysis with their corresponding loads 
and constrains. 

Test Cases
Test IDs and descrip on of the structural tests.-
References to documenta ons of the corresponding -
tests (or, by future work, standardized STEP 
descrip on of the performed test)

Mesh
- Elements and nodes making up the mesh.

Sensors
- Posi on and orienta on of sensors 
which are mounted on the tested object, 
in the FE Model frame of reference.

Sensor Components
The components making up the -
sensor (for example 2 sensor 
component for a bi-axial sensor strain 
gage).
The orienta on of the components.-

DAQ Equipment Channels
The channel IDs used by the structural -
tes ng equipment when accumula ng 
test results.
Details such as filtering techniques.-

Sensor Type
Descrip on of the type of sensor-

Test Results
The results of each sensor components, of -
each sensor, for each test case.
Descrip on of the type of result data.-

Analysis Results
- Results from each load case for the 
analysis

Tested Object
A representa on of the object that was -
structurally tested.
Reference to it’s CAD design and other -
documenta on.

Results refers to 
corresponding 

load case.

Result to 
element/node 
rela on

1 to 1 rela ons between 
Analysis Load Cases and 
Structural Test Cases

Rela on between the test 
and object on which it is 

performed

Rela on between test and all 
results acquired from the 
sensors used.

Rela on between sensor 
component, and each channel 
used for every test it was used in.

Rela on between each component 
of a sensor and the sensor.

Rela on between each sensor and 
their types.

Rela on between the Test Case 
and all sensors used in that test.

Rela on between the test results 
acquired and the Channel from 
which it originated.

Rela on between each sensor and 
the object on which it is mounted.

Fig. 2. Overview of main data represented in an AP209 model containing Analysis and Structural Test data, and how they relate.
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It covers the representation of composites, analysis definition and
analysis results (FEM and CFD), design (CAD) and more. Note that an
important aspect of AP209 is the capability of not only representing
analysis and design separately, but also allowing the interconnection
between both domains (such as relationships between mesh and loads,
and the design geometry). Most modern FEM and CFD pre-processors
have implemented geometry based mesh generation and load defini-
tions in their applications, but the solver interfaces are still generally
based on traditional ASCII cards formats.

Currently, only linear statics and linear modal analyses are com-
pletely supported in AP209. However, as noted by [16], the standard
was designed to easily be updated to support non-linear analysis, as it
already covers roughly 90% of this problem.

Multiple implementations of the standard have been performed, but
these have been limited in scope, focusing on the exchange of compo-
site data between design, analysis and manufacturing purposes or the
basic FEA model entities. Several of these are summarized in [18].

Ongoing work and implementations of the standard are led by the
LOTAR EAS: Engineering Analysis & Simulation Workgroup [19] which
is co-chaired by Airbus and Boeing. They have been active in promoting
commercial implementation of the AP209 standard with rigorous
testing criteria.

As described earlier, an AP is composed of several STEP parts, which
are principally schema that specify the content, form and structure of a
set of entities (classes). Parts can be used in different APs, therefore

many entities are general in nature. They can be viewed as building-
blocks for representing certain classes of items or concepts. As we will
see in the next section, these building-blocks or entities, can be used, not
only to represent FEA and CAD, but also information concerning
structural testing, as long as the new use of the existing structures is
defined accordingly. The next sections describes an outline of a pro-
posed structure for using AP209 to represent the additional data re-
quired for representing structural testing information. No extensions of
the AP209 standard are suggested, but as will be discussed, future work
may recommend changes or extensions.

3. The higher structure of a combined structural & FEA STEP
model

3.1. Overview

This subsection introduces several key concepts used extensively in
the subsequent sections.

In STEP high level items are represented as a product. By high level
item we mean, an Analysis, a CAD assembly, a CAD part, a manufactured
part etc. A product is a foundational concept that allow an item to be
described, categorized, referenced, tracked, and versioned in ways that
are familiar to modern day product data management users. Items that
would not be considered a product could be a FEM element, a color
definition, a property, a geometric shape etc.

representa on

element_representa on

surface_3d_element_representa on

name
items
context_of_items
id
descrip on

node_list

model_ref
element_descriptor
property
material

PART 104

PART 43

AP209

AP242

representa on_item

geometric_representa on_item

solid_model

name

surface_curve_swept_area_solid

dim

swept_area_solid

swept_area

directrix
start_param
end_param
reference_surface

PART 42

Managed Model-Based 3D Engineering

Mul disciplinary Analysis and Design

representa on_item

Legend

En ty

A!ribute

Supertype – Subtype rela on

Included in

STEP ISO 
10303

PART 43

AP209

STEP Part

Applica on Protocol

Fig. 3. Example of how entities are included in Parts which again are included in Application Protocols.

ENTITY representation;
name : label;
items : SET[1:?] OF representation_item;
context_of_items : representation_context;

DERIVE
id : identifier := get_id_value (SELF);
description : text := get_description_value (SELF);

WHERE
WR1: SIZEOF (USEDIN (SELF, 'BASIC_ATTRIBUTE_SCHEMA.' + 'ID_ATTRIBUTE.IDENTIFIED_ITEM')) <= 1;
WR2: SIZEOF (USEDIN (SELF, 'BASIC_ATTRIBUTE_SCHEMA.' + 'DESCRIPTION_ATTRIBUTE.DESCRIBED_ITEM')) <= 1;

END_ENTITY;

ENTITY surface_3d_element_representation
SUBTYPE OF ( element_representation );

model_ref           : fea_model_3d;
element_descriptor : surface_3d_element_descriptor;
property            : surface_element_property;
material            : element_material;

UNIQUE
ur1 : model_ref, SELF\representation.name;

WHERE
wr1:
wr2:
wr3:
fu1:

END_ENTITY;

ENTITY element_representation
SUPERTYPE OF ( 

ONEOF ( 
volume_3d_element_representation, 
axisymmetric_volume_2d_element_representation, 
plane_volume_2d_element_representation, 
surface_3d_element_representation, 
axisymmetric_surface_2d_element_representation, 
plane_surface_2d_element_representation, 
curve_3d_element_representation, 
axisymmetric_curve_2d_element_representation, 
plane_curve_2d_element_representation, 
point_element_representation, 
directionally_explicit_element_representation, 
explicit_element_representation, 
substructure_element_representation ) )

SUBTYPE OF ( representation );
node_list : LIST [1 : ?] OF node_representation;

WHERE
wr1:

END_ENTITY;

Fig. 4. Extract of the content in the AP209 document. (Some fields are left out for simplicity.)
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The product entity has certain mandatory attributes and related
entities. For example, a product entity must have a version, a context
and a category classifying the product. The detailed data entities that
make up an instance of an analysis or CAD model, relate to a pro-
duct_definition entity. In turn, this product_definition relate to a
product_definition_formation which provides versioning for an in-
stance of a product. These high level product entities also provide links
to the application_context and application_protocol_definition that
identify which STEP schema the data conforms to. Lastly, a variety of
optional information about people, organizations, dates and times and
other related metadata can be linked to these top level product entities.

This structure ensures that an application importing or accessing a
product (such as an SDM tool) can understand what is being imported
before handling the complete model. These high level entities serve to
organize multiple STEP populations within the same system. Multiple
STEP data-sets residing within a database removes the constraint that
they be considered files. The constituents of each model or data set, are
then identified by their relationship to the high level product entities. In
this fashion, complex interrelated data-sets can be constructed which
reduces data duplication.

An extract of a STEP P21 file (ASCII) showing some of these high
level entities can be seen in Fig. 6. As shown, each instance of an entity
has an identifier followed by the entity name. The attributes are en-
closed by parentheses and comma separated. When an entity is an at-
tribute of another entity, it is referenced by this identifier. Throughout
the paper, graphical instantiation of this structure will be used (not to
be confused with EXPRESS-G which is the standardized graphical re-
presentation of the EXPRESS language defined in Part 11). Instances are
represented by boxes with the entity name in capital letters. Arrows
show the referencing between instances. A string beside an arrow
specifies the name of the attribute. In some cases STEP entity structures
can be quite complex. If an entity box has its text in italic, it represents a
simplification of a more complex structure, or a shortening of the entity
name. Bold text beside an entity box is an additional description for the

reader to better relate the graphics to the context.
It is also important to understand that in addition to these high level

entities, many of the low level entities such as nodes, elements and
loads can hold addtional meta-data such as names, labels and descrip-
tions. STEP post- and pre-processors can implement these, to describe
intentions and comments regarding the creation, review and mod-
ification of the model.

3.2. The analysis model

The data structure of an Analysis STEP AP209 data set is well de-
scribed in the Recommended Practices for AP209 [20].

A few details of the data structure will be discussed here, focusing
on the parts that will have a relationship to the structural testing data.

In AP209 the analysis is represented by a product entity, which was
described in the previous section. This analysis product has a version
and a definition. The entity product_definition_shape represents the
shape of the product used for the analysis. The product_definition_-
shape can include the idealization of the CAD model (abstraction),
node sets, and more importantly, from the analysis perspective, the
fea_model_definition. The fea_model_definition is the link to the

Fig. 5. Data which is supported by AP209 [17].

(...)
#42= PRODUCT(‘1234’,’winglet analysis','',(#44));
#53= PRODUCT_DEFINITION_FORMATION('v.2','',#42);
#59= PRODUCT_DEFINITION(‘winglet analysis fine mesh',$,#53,#60);
#70= PRODUCT_RELATED_PRODUCT_CATEGORY('linear_static_analysis',$,(#42));
#44= PRODUCT_CONTEXT('design_context',#1,'design_context’);
(...)

PRODUCT

PRODUCT_DEFINITION_FORMATION

PRODUCT_DEFINITION

PRODUCT_RELATED_PRODUCT_CATECORY

PRODUCT_CONTEXT
#42

#53

#59

#70
#44

products

frame_of_reference

Analysis Definition

Analysis Version

Analysis

Fig. 6. Left: Extract of a STEP P21 file. Right: Graphical representation used in
this paper.
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nodes and elements making up the mesh shape and additional FEA
related information. The whole analysis definition is then built up of
entities linked to one another to give structure and meaning to the data.

Analysis load cases in AP209 are represented by con-
trol_linear_static_analysis_step entities that relates different states.
Each state is a collector of loads, constraints or other nested states.
Section 6.3 shows how the model relates the states to the actual test
cases.

3.3. The structural test model

Fig. 7shows the high level structure of the FEA model. Fig. 8 in-
troduces a similar structure representing the object that is being tested.
The product in this case is the tested part which also has a version,
definition and shape. The two versions are linked via relationship en-
tities. The shape may be linked to the same Nominal Design data set,
which is already related to the Analysis forming a consisten data set.
The product being tested could be related to its own unique design
version of needed.

Another product represents all the result data from all tests that
relates to load cases in the Analysis Model. This product has a version as
well, and multiple definitions with each representing the results from
individual structural tests.

The sensors and the tests are also represented by STEP entities. The
sensors are related to the tested part product, while the tests relate the
sensors and the test results. Sensors and test representations are further
discussed in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.

4. Sensors

There exists a wide variety of sensors such as strain gages, accel-
erometers, vibration sensors, displacements sensors and more. Many of
these are assemblies of multiple sensors, for example a triaxial gage is
just three sensors assembled together with specified angles between
them.

To generically cover all types of sensors we represent each sensor as
an assembly of multiple sensor components. Each sensor assembly and
each component has its own product with a definition holding prop-
erties.

To avoid repetitive information, we introduce a product re-
presenting the type of sensors used. As an example, the specification of
a tri-axial strain gage of a specific type, brand and model would be
represented by one sensor type product. For each sensor of this type,
mounted on the tested part, there exists a sensor assembly product
having three individual sensor component products.

Each of the representations, sensor, sensor component and sensor
type, are able to hold properties. Properties that are related to the
sensor assembly:

1. Position: the position based on the coordinate system of the FE
model

2. Orientation: the orientation of the sensor in the FE model
3. Reference Element: the element (or a set of elements) in the ana-

lysis model on which the sensor is placed
4. Element Face ID: an ID (or a set of IDs) representing the face of the

elements on which the sensor is placed

Properties that are related to the sensor components:

1. Direction: the direction of the sensor component in the FE model
2. ID: An ID to number the sensor component

The definition of the complete set of properties for the sensor type is
still ongoing. However suggested properties are:

1. Sensor Type: Strain gage / Accelerometer / Displacement Sensor
2. Sensor Description: Further description of the sensor type
3. Manufacturer: The name of the manufacturer
4. Model name: The model name of the sensor type
5. Number of sensor components: a number specifying the number

of sensor components
6. Angles: For strain gages, a set of angles defining the angles between

each sensor components

All these properties typically originate from different input sources,
but are now contained within the same AP209 model and this facilitates
the storing, organizing and sharing of the complete data set. Additional
properties are planned to be added in future work to hold a compre-
hensive description of the sensors.

Properties that relates to the sensors, but are test case dependent are
defined differently. For example filtering techniques performed on the
data by the DAQ System (Data Acquisition system) are not necessarily
the same for every usage of the sensor. These properties are related
directly to the result data which we cover in the next section.

An example of how the sensor data structure can look in a STEP
model is shown in Fig. 9. Note that the reference element property of the
sensor assembly is a direct link to the actual element in the FE model,
providing traceability between analysis and testing in the same model.

5. Structural tests

In STEP the generic entity action will be used to represent the action
of performing a structural test. The items used in the test are assigned to
this entity by a applied_action_assignment, which in turn assigns each
item a role of input or output to the action. The input items to the test are
the sensors and the tested part, while the output is the sensor result data
for that particular test.

The action_method is the link to the description of how the test was
performed. This could be in the form of a reference to a certain external
document, or in a more structured form with STEP entities. The work

PRODUCT

PRODUCT_DEFINITION_FORMATION

PRODUCT_DEFINITION

The analysis

Version

Defini�on of the analysis

PRODUCT_DEFINITION_SHAPE Shape

FEA_MODEL_DEFINITION

SHAPE_DEFINITION_REPRESENTATION

mul�ple “shapes”

The FEM model (mesh, load cases, constrains, results etc)

Idealized or design model (CAD)

Fig. 7. High level entities in the Analysis Model.

PRODUCT

PRODUCT_DEFINITION_FORMATION

PRODUCT_DEFINITION

RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP
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related to this is ongoing and is not presented in this paper.

6. Structural Test data

6.1. Structural test results

The original test result data coming from the test equipment soft-
ware will typically be in the form of Excel files or other proprietary
formats. The data can be extremely large, and it is generally expected
that it has been filtered before being converted or imported to this STEP
model.

The storing of test data in STEP is based on Part 50 Mathematical
constructs [21]. The entity listed_real_data holds the values, but the
complexity of this portion of the STEP standard requires multiple other
entities to define what kind of data is held within it. The details of this
data model are outside the scope of this paper, but readers are en-
couraged to review the Part 50 documentation. For simplicity we will
define the entity data_array to represent an array of values. The in-
formation within this entity is an array of result data corresponding to
the data output from one sensor component for one test case, the type of

data (i.e. strain or displacement) and the size of the data. Theda-
ta_array relates to a property_definition allowing us to use the result
data as a property to other entities.

As seen in Fig. 11, relationships are used to group the proper-
ty_definition and data_array results from each sensor component to
property_definitions corresponding to the whole test case. The test
case property_definitions reference the corresponding product_defi-
nition of the output data. These property_definitions are the same as
those labeled as output of the action in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12is a combination of both Figs. 10 and 11 showing the overall
relationship between the individual sensor results and the test actions.

6.2. Structural test result properties

In addition to the sensor properties presented in Section 4, we will
now look at properties that are related to sensors, but that may vary for
each test case. They are typically properties originating from the DAQ
equipment and software used for retrieving test data.

This applies to properties such as:
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Fig. 9. Example of data structure for sensor with three sensor components (only one is shown).
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Fig. 10. Data structure for a test performed on a part
with three sensors, resulting in a certain test result.
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1. The channel ID from the test Equipment
2. Filtering Techniques
3. Sample Rate
4. Scaling
5. Gage Factor

The use of relationships between property_definitions is again
used to include these test case dependent properties. This is illustrated
in Fig. 13.

6.3. Structural test relation to analysis load case

In Section 3.2 we presented how load cases are defined in an Ana-
lysis Model. The test cases are related to load cases via the action_-
view_relationship entity. This entity relates a discretized model (the
analysis load case) to an idealized action (the test action that is being
idealized) (Fig. 14).

7. Model development methodology

As AP209 is primarily meant to store and share CAD and simulation
data, structural testing was not part of its original design. The first
question when investigating the use of this standard for another domain
such as structural testing, was if the standard itself required an exten-
sion: Does additional entities and types need to be added to the AP209
schema?

To answer the above, a careful examination of the AP209 schema
was performed to get a detailed overview of which type of data the data
model can represent. A good understanding of the whole schema was
acquired during the development of a converter to translate FEM ana-
lyses in Nastran format to AP209.

The next step was to define which type of data from the structural
testing domain needed to be included in the data model. These data
types were then mapped to AP209 elements (entities, attributes, data
types etc.). Careful attention was given to how to relate this domain to
the analysis elements.

As noted previously, many of the STEP elements are generic, and
can be used to represent a wide variety of data. However, the pre- and
post-processors need to know how to interpret these generic constructs.
An example is the entity action, a generic item, but with certain at-
tributes to specify what the action represents (here, used to define the
test case). This is where the Application Reference Model (as briefly
discussed in 2.2) and documents such as Recommended Practices are
required to specify the data model semantics.

The standard itself contains the formal description of every STEP
element, while the Recommended Practices describe how it is intended
to be used and implemented in applications. Such an implementors’
guide is currently being developed for the testing domain to formally
describe all the details presented here. In addition, to properly and
formally introduce the results of this paper to the STEP standard, and
make it available to the structural testing community, the AAMs and
ARMs and their mapping to the AIM need to be developed. This would
possibly also involve the introduction of new entity subtypes specifi-
cally for the domain of structural testing. The ARM shall include the
concepts that are specific to the structural testing domain; they shall be
mapped to the STEP resources as described in this paper. But for the
purpose of this initial study, no extension of the standard is required.

After the mapping was defined from the test data to AP209 entities,
another converter was created. This converter uses the results from
structural tests in .csv format as well as files defining the sensors and
test cases as input. The converter directly creates STEP data in an
AP209 database (using Jotne’s tools EDMS [23] and EDMopenSimDM
[24]). The analysis related to the test case already resides within the
database, allowing the converter to access it and create direct links
between the new structural test data population and the analysis model.

The Simulation Data Management use case discussed in the in-
troduction would utilize this converter function to construct a complete
view of the product. A prototype is being performed to validate the
usage of the model. An airplane winglet has been designed, simulated,
manufactured and tested to imitate the different phases of product
development. The data of each phase has been either exported or
converted to STEP AP209 and imported to the EDMopenSimDM
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Fig. 12. Data structure showing relation between sensor results, sensors and tests. Here we have two tests and 2 sensors. One of the sensors (sensor 2) is used in both
tests.
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application (Figure 15). This application uses AP209 as its database
schema. The tool is being further developed to let the user access and
manage the federated data.

8. Conclusion

We have now shown how the structural test related data can be
represented in the AP209 data model, and how the relevant pieces of
data can be connected to an engineering analysis and its results.

The purpose of SDM software is to manage and provide an overview
of all the information related to simulations and give quick access to
specific data. Having all the different aspects of the product in a con-
sistent schema in a single database enables exactly this. If implemented
properly, it enables the enterprise to utilize this data without having to
open files in their original software.

Accessing information can easily be done by executing simple query
functions on the single consistent and comprehensive data set.
Examples of queries could be, retrieving the type of sensor used, the
location of it on the mesh, getting the result data from a particular
sensor for a particular test, and comparing it to the corresponding
analysis results. Different views on the AP209 population can be im-
plemented, such as an overview of all sensors that were used in a
specific test, and their result values in both analysis and testing.

Besides representing contents data of analyses and structural tests,
AP209 also provides the resources for data management. This includes
defining who created a model, who accepted it, deadlines, tasks to be
performed etc. These specifications can be directly linked to the entities
that describes the analysis and structural test contents within the data
sets.

The complete data set can then be exported to ASCII or binary STEP
files that are compliant with the LOTAR (Long Term Archiving and
Retrieval) specifications [22]. The resulting information can be shared
with other systems conforming to the these standards, which enables
project information to be archived or retrieved with all data still being
traceable. To make the results of this study available to the structural
testing community, AP209 should be updated and published as a new
edition. The STEP resources seem to be sufficient to capture the in-
formation requirements discussed in this paper, but the AAM, the ARM
and the mapping specification will need to be updated.
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